
OVER THE RAINBOW –  
Long Rose Quartz Pendant Necklace 
  
 

 
 
Components 
1 x Strand 8mm rose quartz beads – 24 beads (SP-9815) 
1 x Rose Quartz wand pendant (SP-5595) 
1 x Tierra Cast hammertone silver plated ring link (TC-3086) 
4 x Silver plated 10mm twisted jumpring (JRTW-10) 
22 x Tierra Cast silver plated oval jumpring (TC-0018) 
3 0cm (1ft) Tierra Cast silver plated rollo chain (TC-1025-63) 
18 x Pale pink size 06 Czech seed beads (06-155FR) 
1 x Pro Quality 22ga non tarnish silver wire (CW22R-SL-8) 
 
Tools: Long nose pliers, Flat Nose Pliers & Wire Side Cutters or Flush Cutters 
 



 
 
 
Instructions: 
Step 1 
Take your 22ga silver wire and cut x twenty four, 6cm lengths. These will be used to wire wrap 
each of your 24 Rose Quartz beads. 
 

     
 
 
Step 2 
Using your round nose and flat nosed pliers wire wrap a loop at one end of the wire. Now thread 
your bead onto the wire and wire wrap another loop at the other end, the same as the first loop. 
Use the wire side cutters to trim off any excess wire. You can find a wire wrapping tutorial on our 
website under tips, tricks and techniques.  Continue this process with the rest of your beads. 
 



        
 
Step 3 
Now connect twelve of the wire wrapped beads together by opening a 6mm oval jumpring and 
sliding the loop of the bead on. Continue this process until you have twelve beads connected. 
This will be one side of the necklace. Repeat the process with the other twelve wire wrapped 
beads 
 

         
 
Step 4 
Use one of the 10mm silver twisted jumprings to connect the Rose Quartz wand pendant to the 
round silver ring link. Take another 10mm silver jump ring and loop both sides of your beaded 
chain over, and the silver round ring connector that your Rose Quartz wand is attached to. Add 
your small seed beads to cover the jumpring, then close the jump ring. 



 

       
 
Step 5 
Take a 10mm jump ring and loop the other end of your beaded chain and one end of the 30cm 
length of silver rollo chain over the jump ring, add your small pink seed beads to cover the jump 
ring. Close the jump ring. Repeat this process on the other side of the necklace.  
You have now made yourself a Long Rose Quartz Pendant Necklace! 
 

      


